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PARLIAMENT AS A LONGSTANDING 

INSTITUTION



Parliament as a longstanding institution



Impact of non-parliamentary role



Scandals dominate the headlines



Trust in institutions



Economy - wages growth



A drovers dog …

…a drovers dog 
could lead the 

Labor Party 
to victory

- Hon Bill Hayden MP1983 -



Revolving door of Prime Ministers

1941

Party 

topples 

Robert 

Menzies

1971

William 

McMahon 

topples 

John 

Gorton

1991

Paul 

Keating 

topples 

Bob 

Hawke



Revolving door of Prime Ministers

2010

Julia 

Gillard 

topples 

Kevin 

Rudd

2013

Kevin 

Rudd 

topples 

Julia 

Gillard

2015

Malcolm 

Turnbull 

topples 

Tony 

Abbott



Tainted by association?



Attitudes towards individual politicians



Who do you turn to for help?



CASE STUDY # 1

Brexit: The United Kingdom



Brexit



What did Parliament do?



What was the harm to Parliament?



What was the outcome?

3 main attitudes towards Brexit

ComRes: No anticipated impact on voter turnout



CASE STUDY # 2

#citizenshipgate: Australian Parliament



#citizenshipgate

Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act –

Section 44 Disqualification

Any person who:

(i) is under any acknowledgement of allegiance, obedience, 

or adherence to a foreign power, or is a subject or a citizen 

or entitled to the rights or privileges of a subject or a citizen 

of a foreign power; or …

shall be incapable of being chosen or of sitting as a senator 

or a member of the House of Representatives.



What was the initial controversy?



How did it effect Barnaby Joyce?

Re-elected: 7% upswing



How did it effect John Alexander?

Re-elected: Lost 5% support



How did it effect David Feeney?

Labor dumped David Feeney, 

who endured 9.5% swing to Greens in 2016,

and ran Ged Kearney, who gained 3% support



How did Parliament get involved?

• Must ensure candidates comply prior to nomination

s.44 very clear

• Repeal or amend s.44 to resolve the issue

Recommend referendum

Joint Standing Committee on Electoral Matters



What was the harm to the Parliament?



What was the outcome?

• Immediately ruled out referendum

• No time for one before next election anyway

Negative reaction from Government

• What people have to do is simply get their act together

• Fill out their forms to a high standard, like the Australian public 
do

Negative reaction from Prime Minister

• Australian public reluctant to amend the Constitution

• Australian electorate has a jaundiced view of politicians

Mixed reaction from media and other 
commentators



ADDRESSING THE DECLINE IN TRUST

Parliament and social media



Parliaments communicate the facts



The role of social media

Law-making

Legislative 

reform

Scrutiny of 

the 

government

Committee 

work

Petitions



Representative Democracy?

https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2018/mar/28/legislating-by-surveymonkey-

senators-launch-novel-review-of-citizenship-bill



IS A HIGH LEVEL OF PUBLIC TRUST 

NECESSARY?



Is confidence in parliament necessary?



Parliament as an institution


